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How To Use This Guide 

This guide describes the changes made in EFI Pace version 27.12. The first part of the guide describes the new 
feature and enhancement updates to the EFI Pace system, while the second part of the guide lists the defects 
repaired in version 27.12. 

Before you upgrade your EFI Pace system to version 27.12, read the descriptions of the changes made to all the 
modules that you plan to use. Also read about the minimum system requirements and review any changes with 
other system users, as applicable.If you have any questions about how the changes may affect you or about 
changes that you must make to your system before you upgrade your system, please contact your EFI Pace 
Support representative. 

Contact Information 

EFISupport 

US Phone: 800.624.5999 (option 3) 

US Fax: 904.564.9691 

US Email: Pace.Support@efi.com 

EU Email eu.missupport@efi.com 

UK Phone: 0.800.783.2737 (option 3) 

EU Phone (+) 49.2102.745.4500(option 3) [+ is your international access code {011 in US}] 

EFI Customer 
Care Site 

https://customer.efi.com/support 

Use the EFI Customer Care site to report issues, as well as to track the status of issues you reported. 

Important You need a user name and password to log into the EFI Customer Care site. 
Please contact your Customer Support representative to create an account for 
you. 

Regular US Service Desk hours are 8:00 AM to 8:00PM Eastern Time, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays. 
Outside of these hours,you may leave a voice mail message for an on-call support representative. 

Regular UK Service Desk hours are 08:30 to 17:30GMT, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays. Regular EU 
Service Desk hours are 08:30 to 17:30CET, Monday – Friday, excluding holidays. 

Note For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software, 
printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of 
issues. 

EFIProfessional Services 

US Phone: 800-624-5999 (option 6) 

US Fax: 651.365.5334 

E-Mail: ProServices@efi.com 

EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations, upgrades, and updates. This group 
can also help you implement, customise, and optimise your EFI software plus offer a range of training options. 

 

 

mailto:Pace.Support@efi.com
mailto:eu.missupport@efi.com
https://customer.efi.com/support
mailto:ProServices@efi.com
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Version 27.12 Enhancements 

This section summarises the system enhancement updates in EFI Pace version 27.12 by module, including the 
corresponding issue number. Refer to the “Version 27.12Fixed Defects” topic for detailed descriptions of all defects 
repaired in this version of EFI Pace. 

Accounts Receivable 
[PACE-19341] 27.12-445 
If you use the PaceConnect-Authorize.net feature to capture credit card payments for unpaid receivables, you 
can now use a new simpler credit card payment authorisation and capture workflow that you can access from the 
Payment Detail page. Additionally, the system no longer creates a deposit when you capture an invoice from the 
Payment Detail page; the capture creates a payment and applies it to the open invoice. 

The Receivable record now contains a grid that displays the authorisation information for each credit card 
transaction applied to that receivable. Please note that this feature is available only to licensed users of 
Advanced Accounting and the PaceConnect-Authorize.net feature. 

Custom Report Writer 
[PACE-13960] 27.12-200 
The shared report formula, ShowSize, now includes an optional parameter you can use to override the decimal 
point precision the system uses for rounding. 

Data Collection 
[PACE-17794] 27.12-189 
The Data Collection Setup Detail page now includes the new Show Current Activities on DC Main Screen 
field, which, when enabled, displays the Job Activities and NC Times grids on the Employee DC Actions page. 
These new grids display all currently active job and non-chargeable activities and enable you to access the 
activity records directly from the main Action screen. 

Estimating 
[PACE-13198] 27.12-381 
The functionality of the Product Preview Entry Add page was merged into the Estimate Add page so that you can 
now preview parts to include on an estimate when you select a composite product. The Estimate Add page also 
includes the Product Binding Type field, which was previously located on the Product Preview Entry Add page. 

[PACE-18467] 27.12-340 
The Estimate Setup Detail page now includes the new Display Folder Cycles field. This field is unchecked by 
default and controls the quantity that appears on finishing operations for Folding machines. 

When you check the box in this field, the system displays the number of cycles on the operation (quantity 
ordered * number of passes * number of signatures [each of] divided by the number up). The system interprets a 
forced quantity on the finishing operation as the number of desired cycles, and the number up and ignores the 
number of passes on the operation in the time calculations. 

If you do not check the box in this field, the system displays the quantity ordered on the finishing operation as the 
quantity. The system interprets a forced quantity on the finishing operation as the number of finished pieces 
desired, and multiplies the value by the number of passes and number of signatures and divides by the number 
up you enter on the finishing operation. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Because the system adds the following operation's spoilage amount into the quantity to 
process, the system produces slightly different calculation results for previously existing estimates with a forced 
quantity when you upgrade your system. 

[PACE-13348] 27.12-308 
If you do not check the box in the Number of Inks Determines Coverage Level field on the Estimate Setup 
Detail page, and do not specify any ink coverage, EFI Pace automatically calculates medium ink coverage. 
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[PACE-17967] 27.12-242 
For bindery-only estimate parts, the system calculates the number up based on the grain specification, including 
any possible staggers (as applicable). 

[PACE-13767] 27.12-211 
When you force a price on the Estimate or Estimate Product record and change a quantity position, the system 
prompts you to verify the forced pricing. 

Job Billing 
[PACE-13368] 27.12-541 
You can now view all commission distributions associated to a job from the Invoice record. 

[PACE-13997] 27.12-416 
The system no longer displays over/under lines on the invoice if there are no overs/unders. 

[PACE-18522] 27.12-204 
The system sets the Tax Distribution method to "Manual" when the tax base does not agree with the sum of 
taxable sales. The change in the Tax Distribution method occurs when the sum of the taxable invoice lines (or 
sales distribution lines, based on the setting) and taxable invoice extras do not equal the tax base (based on the 
standard tax calculation or tax distributions, based on the setting). 

Job Control Centre 
[PACE-22326] 27.12-960 
You now define the default purchase order price at the inventory item level, rather than on the Purchase 
Order Setup Detail page, and this default setting is now used across the entire system, including the Job 
Material, Purchase Order Line and Auto-Create Purchase Order forms. 

The system no longer includes the "Default Inventory Unit Price" field on the Purchase Order Setup 
Detail page, and instead includes the new field, "Default Override PO Price" field on the Inventory Setup 
Detail page, which defines the default purchase order price for newly created inventory items. 

[PACE-12925] 27.12-309 
You can now access the new Press Form Ganging List page from the main menu by navigating to Production, 
Job Control Centre, Gang Jobs - Job Part Press Form. This page displays the Job Material, Inventory Item and 
Paper Type fields, in addition to other related job part press form information. 

[PACE-22263] 27.12-260 
The Gangable field now appears on the Job Part Detail page for any print job. 

[PACE-18902] 27.12-176 
The product level grouping in the finishing section of the standard Job Part Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) 
displays only the associated product-level finishing operations. 

PaceConnect 
[PACE-22651] 27.12-272 
You can now select Add file from Hotfolder in the Type field of the PaceConnect Add page, and attach files 
from a Hotfolder to an object in EFI Pace when you create a new PaceConnect record.  

PaceConnect-Digital StoreFront 
[PACE-22798] 27.12-426 
If a Digital StoreFront job adds one or more finished goods job parts, those finished goods now appear in any 
planned shipments to enable fulfilment order processing in EFI Pace. 
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[PACE-827] 27.12-291 
EFI Pace sets the web-to-print invoice settings for shipping, handling, tax and order amounts for Digital 
StoreFront orders based on the Digital StoreFront company settings for the estimated pricing policy. You can 
establish these settings on the Customer record in EFI Pace, which the system then sends to Digital StoreFront. 

[PACE-20802] 27.12-256 
EFI Pace now includes more detailed logs of Digital StoreFront order errors to assist in troubleshooting. 

[PACE-4608] 27.12-186 
EFI Pace now stores non-content files that the Digital StoreFront buyer uploads during the ordering process on 
PaceConnect tab of the corresponding Job Part Detail page. 

PaceConnect-Four51 
[PACE-18393] 27.12-337 
EFI Pace now adds a "Cost Centre" job part job note any time the system sends cost centre information in the 
order XML. Additionally, EFI Pace adds a job part content file containing the production URL supplied by Four51 
in the order XML. 

PaceConnect-Metrix 
[PACE-20358] 27.12-468 
EFI Pace links upstream and downstream job plan tasks for ganged form layouts that reside on the same 
estimate/job. Please note that you must configure plating directly on the Estimate Press record for the system to 
link ganged plating job plans properly, and the system forces orphan job plans when you add Plating as a 
prepress item. 

Purchasing 
[PACE-19137] 27.12-210 
EFI Pace displays an error message if you try to create a purchase order for an inactive Inventory Item record. 
Additionally, the Purchase Order Auto-Create page does not display any inactive Inventory Item records that are 
not assigned to jobs if the stock quantity is below the minimum. 
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[PACE-17963] 27.12-54 
The Purchase Order Line List From Job and Purchase Order Line List From Job Part pages now include a link to 
the Purchase Order records. 

Documentation 

The Online Help system includes updates to the following guides: 

- Accounts Receivable Usage 

- Admin Console 

- Credit Card Processing 

- Custom Report Writer Setup 

- Data Collection Setup 

- Data Collection Usage 

- Digital StoreFront Setup 

- Digital StoreFront Usage 

- EFI Pace Disaster Recovery Plan 

- Estimating Setup 

- Estimating Usage 

- Introduction to EFI Pace 

- Inventory Usage 

- Job Billing Usage 

- Job Control Centre Usage 

- Metrix Setup 

- Purchasing Usage 
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Version 27.12Fixed Defects 

This section summarises the defects fixed in EFI Pace version 27.12 by module, including the correspondingissue 
number and fix version. Refer to the “Version 27.12 Enhancements” topic for detailed descriptions of all enhancement 
updates in this version of EFI Pace. 

User Interface 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19209 The "Accounts Receivable Customer Aging has not Completed" email 
notification now includes a line return between each customer record. 

27.12-84 

 

Accounts Payable 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17425 The system now displays the correct period when you reverse a bill. 27.12-376 

PACE-19548 The system now copies the value you enter in the Amount To Pay field 
on the Select Bills pop-up page to the payment bill line you select on 
the bill payment batch. 

27.12-128 

PACE-19292 The Accounts Payable Payment Register Pre Process report (ap-
payments-register-pre-process.rpt) now sorts by vendor, then by bill 
number order. 

27.12-123 

PACE-14134 The Cash Disbursement Journal (cash-disbursement-journal.rpt) now 
displays the report data grouped by payment date. 

27.12-105 

PACE-17747 The Cash Disbursement Journal (cash-disbursement-journal.rpt) now 
displays the correct check amounts for instant checks that include 
discounts. 

27.12-105 

PACE-18037 When you match an AP bill to a purchase order partial quantity, the 
next AP bill you enter now correctly reflects the quantity remaining. 

27.12-95 

PACE-12463 The system now displays a warning message, rather than an error 
message, if you change the value in the Date Due field on the Vendor 
Bill List page to a date that falls before the current system date. 

27.12-78 

 

Accounts Receivable 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13514 The Cash Receipts Register report (cash-receipts-register.rpt) now 
prints the journal account entries under the Summary Journal Entries 
section. 

27.12-184 

PACE-11651 The system now calculates the receivable discount date correctly from 
the day count you set on the terms. 

27.12-84 

PACE-18464 When you reverse an AR payment, the system now displays the correct 
bank account number. 

27.12-43 
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Admin Console 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18975 The Enable/Disable Customisations tool now appears in the 
Administration/Management section. 

27.12-58 

PACE-18972 The Version Comparison Tool link now appears in the Backup/Upgrade 
section.   

27.12-58 

PACE-18967 The link to the Download Crystal Clear Shared Formula Properties file 
is now active. 

27.12-58 

 

Bank Reconciliation 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-21637 The Bank Account Reconcile report (bankaccount-reconcile.rpt) now 
sorts the data according to the cheque number if you set the sort order 
to "Cheque Number." 

27.12-250 

 

CRM 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13563 The system now lists the CRM activity on newly created estimates that 
have a new CRM opportunity and an existing CRM activity. 

27.12-18 

 

Customization Toolkit 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19432 EFI Pace no longer makes inactive system-generated event handlers 
active after you perform the Live Update process. 

27.12-145 

Data Collection 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19582 You can now add an activity without error, even if you do not have 
Detail access permissions. 

27.12-101 

PACE-18500 The Time Card Summary report (datacollection-timecard-summary.rpt) 
now displays the start time, end date, or end time for employee time 
records for individual as well as for all users, as applicable. 

27.12-95 

PACE-19287 You can no longer modify the Inventory Item field on the Complete 
Activity page. 

27.12-65 

 

Estimating 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23594 You can now reconvert an estimate to an existing job without error, 
even if the job includes job costs linked to an inventory line. 

27.12-475 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23544 The Product Type field on the Estimate Add page now displays the 
options in the correct format (ID-Description). 

27.12-461 

PACE-22243 You can now reconvert an estimate to an existing job without error. 27.12-471 

PACE-14106 You can now add a version to an estimate, duplicate an estimate, or 
add a quantity to an estimate with a buyout using an outside purchase 
template that includes a description template with a Velocity script 
without error. 

27.12-356 

PACE-22679 When you duplicate an estimate, if the estimate includes a prospect 
name and the customer remains the same, the system now retains the 
prospect name on the new estimate. 

27.12-350 

PACE-12347 The Pick widget on estimates now functions correctly if you use an 
Internet Explorer version 11 browser. 

27.12-312 

PACE-16239 An outside purchase template now produces a quantity and description 
when you add it as part of an outside purchase workflow and the 
system retains those values when you duplicate an estimate. 

27.12-310 

PACE-18180 The system now correctly calculates an estimate that carries only a 
buyout calculation with no press or inks involved, regardless of whether 
you enable the Calc Inks by Press field. 

27.12-276 

PACE-22424 When you force the estimate press run size and grain but not the buy 
size, and the system aborts the calculation because no buy size can 
accommodate the forced run specifications, you can now edit the run 
size and grain without error. 

27.12-251 

PACE-12351 The system now correctly sorts final sizes by sequence number on the 
Estimate Add page. 

27.12-219 

PACE-18008 When you create an estimate using the Product Preview Entry feature, 
the system no longer filters for a folder machine when no folding is 
needed based on the estimate specifications you enter. 

27.12-207 

PACE-3803 The system now calculates estimates that use a composite product 
without error. 

27.12-201 

PACE-20623 You can now change prepress methods on a prepress workflow without 
error, even if the prepress methods do not involve a press. 

27.12-181 

PACE-19391 You can now convert any estimate with multiple parts and quantities to 
a job without error. 

27.12-163 

PACE-20337 You can now duplicate an estimate, even if you do not select a 
Customer record. 

27.12-151 

PACE-19843 The system now correctly populates the Price field on the Estimate Add 
page when you select an inventory item. 

27.12-147 

PACE-19155 You can now convert an estimate to a job after you add multiple parts. 27.12-90 

PACE-19227 When you try to delete an estimate linked to an item template, the 
message, "Part unable to remove estimate parts associated to this 
estimate. Reason: EstimatePart (xxxx): (description) still referenced by 
1 ItemTemplate with field: Estimate Part" appears. 

27.12-63 

PACE-18383 The Estimate Detail page now displays the [Add Version] button only if 
the estimator is set up with the appropriate permissions to access this 
feature. 

27.12-38 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18538 The system now provides expected results on an estimate quote letter 
for an XPath line type based on the Estimate Product Price Summary 
object. 

27.12-11 

 

General Ledger 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-21939 The Trial Balance report (trial-balance.rpt) no longer truncates the GL 
register numbers when you print the report in XLS format. 

27.12-255 

PACE-17289 When you export the Income Statement (income-statement.rpt) and 
Balance Sheet (balance-sheet.rpt) reports to .xls format, the system 
now outputs numbers suitable for calculations. 

27.12-54 

 

Hardware 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18220 The improved system performance now retrieves the system message 
count directly from the database. 

27.12-393 

PACE-17589 The system no longer displays an error on startup when no vault is 
present. 

27.12-35 

 

Inventory 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22951 You can now use the Auto-Complete feature in the Inventory field on 
the Purchase Order Line Add page without error. 

27.12-395 

PACE-21469 You can now use vendor pricing in auto-created purchase orders 
without error. 

27.12-296 

PACE-19016 The system now displays the employee name on the inventory line 
when you use the Pull Material DC feature. 

27.12-57 

 

Job Billing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-17465 The Job Billing Register report (jobbilling-register.rpt) no longer includes 
deposit amounts from deposits manually entered on the invoice if they 
are not linked to an AR deposit payment. 

27.12-406 

PACE-22254 The Reprint Invoice report(invoice-reprint-format2.rpt) now prints the tax 
amount properly. 

27.12-222 

PACE-19135 The system now applies deposits to the correct customer invoice. 27.12-170 

PACE-19156 The system now populates the sales category from the job or customer 
by default on the Invoice Detail page when you add the sales 
distribution. 

27.12-143 
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Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18610 On the Invoice Detail Page, imported materials now referencethe 
corresponding parts. 

27.12-101 

PACE-11753 The system now calculates the balance amount on the Invoice Batch 
Detail page as the invoice amount less the applied deposits on the 
invoice. 

27.12-2 

 

Job Control Centre 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23286 You can now edit the Activity Code field when you add a purchase 
order from a job. 

27.12-400 

PACE-18944 You can now manually add a job with an associated item template and 
uncheck the box in the Pace Calculations field for the item templates 
linked to an estimate without error. 

27.12-338 

PACE-17670 The Metrix Timeout tooltip on the Estimating Setup Detail page and the 
Job Control Setup Detail page now reads, "Enter the maximum amount 
of time (in seconds) that Pace/Metrix should be allowed to process 
each permutation." 

27.12-258 

PACE-18418 The Stock Ticket report (jobcontrol-stock-ticket-v2.rpt) and the Stock 
Ticket v2 report (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt) now prints the 
weight/caliper values in bold letters. 

27.12-165 

PACE-19059 When you enter a new job (quick entry), you can now select a 
manufacturing location. 

27.12-143 

PACE-19325 The Pick Ticket report (jobcontrol-pick-ticket.rpt) now correctly displays 
from the job material the item quantity that corresponds to the job. 

27.12-62 

PACE-17934 The Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now prints the layout image 
for the first job part press form correctly when multiple layouts exist on a 
job. 

27.12-32 

PACE-18528 The Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now prints job notes for 
outside purchases. 

27.12-16 

 

Job Costing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19093 The system now displays the following message if you set any Job Cost 
Type record to Immediate: "Check Again 

Interface GL: GL interface with Job Costing is not permitted when 
Immediate Posting is enabled. Navigate to Job Cost Setup and disable 
any types configured for Immediate Posting. : Job Cost 
Setup[interfaceGL=true]." 

27.12-120 
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Job History 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18413 The Detail Value Added by Customer report (jobarchives-detail-value-
added-by-customer.rpt) now prints the correct job cost values when you 
relieve partial WIP. 

27.12-44 

 

Job Planning 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19270 The system now displays the Status Comment and Status Reason 
field on the following pages when you change the job status to one that 
requires you to enter a status comment and status reason: 

* Job Plan Detail page 

* Job Part Update Fiery Info page 

* Job Part Detail Quick Entry From Job page 

27.12-60 

 

Job Shipments 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22304 The system now displays the complete purchase order number on all 
Shipping Label reports: 

- jobshipment-shipping-label.rpt 

- jobshipment-shipping-labels-46.rpt 

- jobshipment-shipping-labels-46-v2.rpt 

27.12-337 

PACE-21642 The Carton Packing Slip (carton-packing-slip.rpt) and Skid Packing Slip 
(skid-packing-slip.rpt) reports now properly print the Ship To address 
even when no state is present on the shipment contact. 

27.12-260 

PACE-19085 The Skid Packing Slip report (skid-packing-slip.rpt) now prints the skid 
and the carton quantities correctly. It also includes the following 
changes: 

1. The report displays "Carton(s)" after the carton count and "Skid(s)" 
after the Skid count. 

2. The report no longer displays the shipped quantity and the 
Description field is correctly aligned. 

3. The report no longer displays "of 0 ordered" on the "Total Shipped" 
line. 

27.12-148 

PACE-19084 The Delivery Ticket report (jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt) now prints the 
correct delivery ticket quantities, when you enter skids on the job 
shipment. 

27.12-135 
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Multi-Object Import 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-23678 You can no longer use the Multi-Object Import (MOI) tool to update the 
Posted field on an invoice. 

27.12-511 

 

PaceConnect 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18535 The Authorize.net PaceConnect record now displays an error on the 
Payment Authorisation screen when a payment date falls outside of the 
accounting period for the batch. 

27.12-229 

PACE-9227 You can now delete any PaceConnect record that uses PaceConnect 
Expression Maps without error. 

27.12-7 

 

PaceConnect-Digital StoreFront 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-9555 EFI Pace now includes inventory items associated with non-printed 
products ordered as part of a kit from DSF-created jobs. 

27.12-1 

 

PaceConnect-Printable 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-21608 When a Printable order references both standard and combo item 
templates, the system no longer creates a separate job product from 
the combo item template nor the corresponding job parts. 

27.12-321 
 

 

 

PaceStation 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-19206 The system now displays True/False for Wahr/Falsch, when you set 
your browser locale to German. 

27.12-84 

 

Price List Quoting 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-21550 The company logo and company name no longer overlap on the Quote 
Letter (pacequote-quote-letter.rpt). 

27.12-263 

PACE-8055 The system no longer adds extra records when you duplicate a quote 
product or quote, beyond the correct duplicated quantity. 

27.12-40 
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Purchasing 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-22139 When you use a UOM of "CWT" on a purchase order, the system now 
displays the correct calculated amount on the Accrual Report 
(outstanding-receipts-accrual.rpt). 

27.12-397 

PACE-19451 The Purchase Order report (purchase-order-r1.rpt) now aligns the 
details of each line item correctly. 

27.12-110 

PACE-18024 The Purchase Order Status report parameter for the Purchase Order 
Receipts report (purchase-order-receipts.rpt) now displays the 
Received status in the list of available values. 

27.12-50 

 

Reporting 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-13752 The system now automatically selects the language and locale for 
report packages and displays the appropriate language/locale date 
format based on the default language report settings. 

27.12-282 

 

System Security 

Issue # Description Version Fixed 

PACE-18502 The system now displays an appropriate error message you add an 
incorrect expression to a security filter relation type. 

27.12-7 
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System Specifications 

Hardware and Software 

For details of the EFI Pace system requirements, please refer to the following: 

 EFI Pace Appliance Server Package Get Started Guide 

 EFI Pace Physical Appliance Upgrade Guide, distributed with your EFI Pace physical appliance server 
(if applicable.) 

 EFI Pace Virtual Appliance Upgrade And Operating System Update Guide, provided if your EFI Pace 
system uses a virtual machine (VM). 

 Introduction to EFI Pace Reference Guide, located in the EFI Pace Online Help system. 

PaceConnect Integrations 

EFI Pace is integrated with the following other EFI products. Be sure to install the version of the product 
supported for EFI Pace v27.12 and follow the specific installation instructions for that product. Refer to the 
“Integrated EFI products certified for use with EFI Pace” topic in the Online Help system for a list of products and 
versions currently certified for use with EFI Pace. 

 Digital StoreFront 8.6.0.21749 

 Metrix 2015.4 
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Database Changes 

You should run the Version Compare Tool in the EFI Pace Admin Console before you upgrade your EFI Pace 
system. This tool enables you to view all the changes made to the database in EFIPace version 27.12 since your 
last upgrade. Because these changes may affect custom jobs or reports in your system, you should check and 
modify any customisations as necessary to match the new database schema. 

To compare versions of EFI Pace, do all of the following: 

1 Navigate to the EFI Pace Admin Console main page and click on the Customisation Tools tab, then 
click Version Comparison Tool. 

Tip: Refer to the Admin Console guide in the EFI Pace Online Help system for information on how to log into the 
EFI Pace Admin Console and additional details. 

The New Version Compare Tool page appears. 

2 Do all of the following: 

 In the Current Version field, select your current version of EFI Pace. 

 In the Version Upgrading To field, select the version of EFI Pace to which you want to upgrade. 

 Click [Get Differences]. 

The New Version Compare Tool page refreshes, with a list of differences between the two version of 
EFI Pace that you selected, including new, modified, and removed fields and objects. 


